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PAP-LENR Technology
Prof. Christos D. Papageorgiou, a Ph.D. of Imperial College,
President, and CEO of our Company PAP-LENR Inc., has devoted
a large part of his research activities to a phenomenon called
wire fragmentation.
After many years, thousands of related experiments, and
extensive theoretical analysis, he deduced that this
phenomenon is most probably related to what is called low
Energy Nuclear Reactions (LENRs).
This hypothesis was supported also by relatively recent
explosions of Lithium batteries, especially when these
batteries are expired (zombie). The expired batteries have
negligible remaining electric energy, however, in some
instances create relatively very large explosions.
Prof Papageorgiou believes that the strong explosions of
expired Lithium batteries are due to LENR phenomena created
in conducting curved dendrites that can self-ignite due to a
quantum property related to their local curvature.
Prof Papageorgiou supported by a team of experts will continue
the R&D on these phenomena in order to ﬁnally build a
machine that will use LENR phenomena in order to generate
thermal energy in special LENR thermal machines, without any
radioactivity.
The related technology is named PAP-LENR
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Project Planning

Prof Papageorgiou believes that the most important thing is to reveal a mechanism by
which the PAP- LENR phenomenon is triggered, because if we understand the mechanism,
then we can extend it into better and reproducible experiments.
This mechanism will be a substantial part of the Intellectual Property (IP) of our company
for which a provisional patent in the USA has already been received.
The R&D process is divided into two stages:
1. In the ﬁrst stage we will build a safe and proper laboratory where we will test various
small conducting wires or sheets coated with various materials that we suspect by
theoretical quantum analysis that are sensitive to the creation of LENR phenomena when
accepting high voltage electric pulses.
Through these experiments, several conducting threads will be collected where we
believe that their explosion energy is higher than the electric energy of the pulse. Hence,
we will have several experimentally chosen LENR pellets.
The ﬁrst stage period is estimated to be less than two years and the funds required are
estimated at 500,000 USD.
In order to acquire these funds, our company will oﬀer an amount of 10% percent of its
shares i.e., 50 million shares with a price of 0.01 USD/share.
2. In the second stage, we intend to construct a PAP-LENR thermal machine that will
operate continuously “burning” tested LENR pellets and convert the electric energy of
electric pulses into many times higher thermal energy, in the form of superheated steam.
It is known that steam energy can be converted by steam turbines to electricity with an
eﬃciency of up to 40%.
If it is assumed that with the PAP-LENR machines we can multiply 10 times the input
pulse electric energy, into thermal energy.
With the input of electric energy of 10 units, in the form of electric pulses, 100 units of
thermal energy will be generated by Low Energy Nuclear Reactions. Using proper steam
turbines up to 40 units of electricity can be generated, thus a net amount of 30 units of
electricity will be generated by LENRs.
This device will be obviously a huge step toward solving the energy problem and the
greenhouse eﬀect replacing fossil fuel combustion machines with PAP-LENR machines.
Using PAP-LENR technology the replacement of fossil fuels (coal, gas, and oil) with PAP
LENR machines is a feasible goal.
The second stage period is estimated to be less than two years and the funds required
are estimated at 10 million USD.
In order to acquire these funds, our company will oﬀer an amount of 20% percent of its
shares i.e., 100 million shares with a price of 0.1 USD/share.
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